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Editors Note: The following is the
fust of a three-part series on
University
employment
and
employe classification.

New Year brings about
two important changes
in student employment

i

By Cindy Smercina
Staff Reporter
Two important changes affecting
student on-campus employment
took effect Dec. 29. 1975.
The first, an increase of 20 cents
in the federal minimum wage, could
have far-reaching effects on the
availability of student employment
and the total student payroll.
If the present number of
employes and hours worked remain
constant, the total student payroll

could increase dramatically. But
according to Kurt Zimmerman,
director of student employment,
departments may cut the number
of student employes and 01 hours
to keep within tight budgets
INDIVIDUAL departments must
review their own budgets to
determine if they can afford to
employ the same students as many
hours at the new hourly wage.
The federal minimum wage now
stands at $2.JO. The previous rate
was S2 per hour.
The University paid SI.4 million
in student wages duting ihe fiscal
year ending June 30. 1975.
"To make a cost estimate is very

difficult."
Zimmerman
said
yesterday. "If budgets are tight, ihe
departments could cut the number
of student employes or the number
of hours. Who knows? But we are
assuming there will be some
increase in total wages."
The new minimum wage.
applying to hours worked after
Dec. 29. 1975, wj|| firS| appear in
pay checks issued Jan. 2.'.
STUDENT employes now cam
between S2.20 and $3.50 an hour,
depending on ihe type of job or
skills required, responsibilities,
experience and training, and Job
conditions and demands.
Lul July, the University began
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paying student employes the full
federal minimum wage. Previousl),
a sub-minimum rate of 85 per cent
of the federal minimum was paid to
studeni workers. The federal
government grants exceptions to
minimum wage laws to some
colleges and universities.
Last summer, the University
decided not to renew the certificate
graining the exception and began
paying the lull minimum wage.
ZIMMERMAN said fall student
employment statistics reflected no
decrease in the number ol employes
01 houis worked as a result of the
change lo the federal minimum
wage
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Government report
shows energy use
on dramatic upswing
WASHINGTON (AP) - U.S. energy
consumption will more than double by
Ihe end of this century but almost half
the extra energy will be wasted, a
government forecast said yesterday.
The U.S. Bureau of Mines, reducing
its 1972 forecast by 15 pei cent,
predicts that Americans will use about
84 per cent more energy in the year
2000 than in 1974.

the energy furnished by fuel coal. oil.
gas. oi atomic -is wasted warming up

ihe outdoors.

The nation has ample reserves of
coal and is expected lo use more than
Iwo and a half limes as much by ihe
year 2000 as in 1974. the buieau said.
From some bl5.6 million tons in
1974. coal demand is forecast to climb
to I bt» billion ions in the year 2000.
Bui direct industrial use of coal is
BUT TO USE that 84 per cent
forecast to climb from 155 million to
more, they will have to produce I 2.1
only 288 million tons, while direct
per cent more fuel--the difference is household and commercial use. about
the energy that will be wasted, largely
11 million ions in 1974. is forecast lo
because of an increasing swing to , disappear entirely.
electricity as the energy preferred in
Some 1.32 billion ions a year -80
homes, businesses and factories.
per cent of total coal production in
For. in any steam-turbine electric
the yeai 2000-appcars destined for
generating plant, about two-thirds of electric power plants or for conversion
into synthetic gas and oil. processes
which will wasle most of the coal's
potential energy.

Weather

Cloudy, windy and much
colder, with a chance of snow
flurries today, high in the teens.
Partly
cloudy
tonight and
tomorrow and continued cold.
Low tonight five below to five
above. High tomorrow in the
teens. Chance of precipitation 30
per cent today and 20 per cent
tonight.

AND NUCLEAR power plants,
which provided only about 1.5 per
cent of total U.S. energy in 1974. are
expected to expand rapidly and
provide some 28.2 per cent by the
year 2000.
The report indicates that coal and
nuclear energy are likely lo be the
mainstays of energy growth because
U.S. production of oil and natural gas
\wll not be able to grow, but will
probably decline.

Whoops!

Although temperamres remained below the freezing
level yesterday, some students seemed to enjoy the
outdoor sports the winter weather offers. However,
the game of basketball was probably not meant to be

played on the ice-covered court across from Conklin
Hall as this University student discovered-the hard
way. (Newsphoto by Lance Wynn)

Cheetwood not surprised by his dismissal
By Gail Harris
Staff Reporter

have enough support in council againsl
Cheelwood.

It was nut a complete surpiisc lo
John Cheetwood when City Council
voted Monday night lo replace him
with Patrick Crowley as city attorney.
"I knew it would happen that
morning." he said. "The news filtered
down lo me. In fact. Mayor Perkins
stopped by my office al five Monday
afternoon before council and asked me
to resign.
"He didn't want a hassle al his first
City Council meeting. But I wouldn't
resign. I've never resigned from
anything in my life."
Cheetwood said he had heard about
three weeks ago thai Mayor Perkins
had planned to appoint one of his
campaign chairmen. Drew Hanna. as
city attorney. However, he said. Hanna
was not considered because he did not

CHEETWOOD said ihe Democratic
councilmen apparently decided upon
Crowley to replace him. as the vote ti
oust him was five Democrats versus
two Republicans.
"There's no question that il was a
matter of politics". Cheetwood said.
"They (the councilmen! were sincere
when (hey said they had no reason lo
remove me."
The city charter says the city
attorney will serve an indefinite term.
Cheetwood said he interprets this to
mean thai the official will serve until
he quits, dies or is duly removed from
office because of incompetency.
which, he said, is noi ttue in his case.
"When the mayor says he needs his
own team, that's not going win the
charter." he said. "Wouldn't >he

?SJ
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Bullet riddled hotel walls and cable drums as part of a makeshift
barricade remain as mute evidence of the internal strife ravaging
Beirut. (AP Wirephoto)

•

chattel say ihe city attorney would
serve al the pleasure of ihe mayor if
that was the case'' "The charter says
the assist ant cny attorney serves al ihe
pleasure of the cily attorney. He (the
c.*y attorney) can fire the assistant
city attorney If he's not doing the job.
But it doesn't say anything like that
about the office of the cily attorney."
BEFORE ihe charier went into
effect, the city attorney was elected.
After the adoption of the charier in
January 1974. the mayor appointed
Ihe official.

"When ihe cily attorney was
elected, it was a political thing." he
said. "Bui when it's in the charter
(thai llic cily attorney will serve an
indefinite term), it shouldn't be a
game of political football "

a person's political affiliation is of no
concern lo him.
"When you're an attorney, you
represent your client. no mailer what
party he is." he said, adding ili.it his
personal loyally is lo the cily.

"The thing dial upsels me ihe most
is III.II Mayor Perkins is saying I
couldn't be professional enough to
serve the city because I'm a
Republican." Cheetwood said.
He said he has many Democratic
clients in his private practice and thai

CHEETWOOD said Crowley became
the new cily attorney Monday night
after council's vote. He said he will be
happy to help Ciowley whenever he
needs il and added ihal he hopes ihe
men can gel together soon lo discuss
the job.

Cheelwood
said
Crowley's
appointment will cost ihe city more
money ilian il he had been retained.
He said lie has Spent much lime
learning Ins job over ihe lasl three
yens and il will lake some money to
educate Crowley. who has never
worked under the cily charier.
Now dial he is no longer actively
involved in city politics. Cheetwood
said he may consider running for
county prosecutor this year. He ran
for thai position three years ago and
lost by oO voles of 35,000 cast.

Fighting in Lebanon intensifies
BEIRUT,
Lebanon
(API
Palestinian
guerrillas overran a
Christian enclave yesterday in an
attempt lo lift a blockade of Iwo
refugee
camps.
In
another
development, a Christian leader
expressed doubt about reported Syrian
threats to annex Lebanon if it is
divided along religious lines.
The guerrilla drive through the
Christian enclave came after gunmen
from private Moslem and Christian
armies had put up barricades in most
of Beirut, shattering a two-week lull in
the nine-month-old civil war. The state
radio said all streets were unsafe.
KUWAITI newspapers said Syrian
Foreign
Minisier
Abdul
Halim
Khaddam
threatened
Syrian
annexation if Lebanon splits inlo
Moslem and Chrislian states, as some
Christian leaders have suggested.
Pierre Gemayel. leader of the
right-wing Christian Phalange party,
said in a telephone interview. "I know
Abdul Halim Khaddam. and I think
what he said was just a figure of
speech."
Khaddam's reported threats and the
heightened
level
of Palestinian
participation increased the danger that
the Lebanese civil war could spread
into an international conflict.
"The problem concerns the Arab

world, and I even may say ihe whole
world, because this could lead to a
third world war." Gemayel said.
ISRAELI leaders have hinted at
possible intervention if Syrian forces
lake part in the Lebanese fighting.
Syria has not entered the conflict
militarily, but Khaddam has arranged
lemporary cease-fires iwice.
The official Syrian radio announced
that President Hafez Assad's Damascus
regime was beginning yet another
mediation effort. It made no mention
of Khaddam's reported annexation
threat.
Premier Rashid Karami's six-man
cabinet called off a cabinet meeting
because of Ihe deteriorating situation.
His special cease-fire committee broke
up in disagreement Tuesday night.
Police reported fierce rocket and
mortar duels between Christian and
Moslem neighborhoods in the eastern
Beirut suburbs and an outbreak of
fighting in the northern city of Tripoli.
PRELIMINARY counts showed 23
persons killed and 50 injured.
Palestinian guerrilla spokesman said
the guerrillas, in their largest, most
organized effort in the conflict so far,
took over the hillside Christian
neighborhood of Horsh Thabet.
This gave them vantage points

from which to shoot down on
Phalangist militiamen and their
Christian allies from Interior Minister
Camillc Chamoun's National Liberal
parly and the extremist Cedar Guards.
CHRISTIAN gunmen have blocked
passage of food convoys for three days

into Tel Zaatar and Jisr el-Basha.
refugee camps wiih a total population
of
27.000
including.
nearby
neighborhoods.
The two camps on the eastern
outskirts of Beirui ate surrounded by
Chrislian neighborhoods, but they
command a strategic view.

Rate formula change
approved by House
C O LUM BUS.
Ohio
(AP) - A
compromise bill that would change the
formula used to delcrmine the utility
service rales was approved 7-0 by a
House in ill ties panel yesterday.
However, the bill has more hearings
before being considered by the full
legislature.
"Most of the members feel the
issues could be more fully and openly
aired before the full committee," said
Rep. Vernon Cook (D-Cuyahoga
Falls), chairman of the subcommittee
which voted out the measure.
THE BILL as written would replace
the Reconstruction Cost New (RCN)
formula with an original cost plan that
would allow utilities to include as an

operating expense 50 per cent of the
interest on loans for construction
work in progress.
The compromise plan also would set
a seven-month deadline for the Public
Utilities Commission of Ohio to act on
requests for rate increases by gas,
electric and telephone companies.
After thai time period, the new rate
would auiomatically go into effect
with the understanding that the utility
would reimburse customers if PUCO
later approved a lower rate.
Rep.
William
Hinig
(D-New
Philadelphia) said his full Insurance,
Utilities and Financial Institutions
Committee would begin hearings next
week.
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constituency missing
attorney's removal
reflects system
The removal of City Attorney John Cheetwood from office by
Democratic members of City Council is an example of political job
manipulation.
Five
Democratic
eouncilmen
outvoted
two
Republican
couneilmcn in replacing Cheetwood. a Republican, with Patrick
Crowley. Crowlcy. who served as the 1975 Democratic campaign
director, was recommended for the city attorney post by newly
elected Democratic Wayor Alvin Perkins.
According to the city charter, the city attorney is appointed by
the mayor to serve an indefinite length of time. Cheetwood. who
held the office three years, boasts an excellent record.
The city attorney's post requires the ability to transcend elected
administration and political affiliations. Although Democratic
eouncilmen argued the right of a mayor to pick his administrative
team. Cheetwood's record, not political party, proves him a valuable
member and representative of the city.
The threat of reducing government appointments to political
rewards recalls the days of the spoils system. If responsible
responsive government is to exist, a candidate's qualifications and
ability should be the criteria against which the appointment is made
and approved. Steps to reduce the occurrence of such job
manipulation should be taken when the incumbent official has
proved himself capable.
Mayor Perkins and members of City Council should review and
consider future appointments carefully to prevent further corruption
of the system and insure honest and capable government.

WASHINGTON - An odd thing
has happened to President Ford,
somewhere along the toad from
candidacy toward the first primary he
seems to have lost his constituency.
Ford political aides are certain the
loss is only temporary. Perhaps, they
surmise, it is missing because they
haven't been looking in the right
places
But the plain fact is the president's
men haven't found thai solid core ol
Republican supporters ready to do or
die for Jerry Ford in the primary
contests against challenger Ronald
Reagan.
The dilemma is serious and not a
little embarrassing.
A candidate
without a constituency is as naked as
an emperor without clothes.
THE LACK came to light as
President Ford's committee officials
checked the campaign treasury in the
wake of David Packard's departure as
chief fund raiser and the arrival of his
successor. Houston oil magnate Robert
Mosbachcr
Instead of the $5. million that was
to have been raised from Ford loyalists
by year's end. Packjrd had collected
contributions of only one-quarter of
that amount. Worse, only about
S600.000 came in gifts of S250 or less
- a requirement
for obtaining
matching federal funds under the new
campaign spending law.
As they scramble around for badly
needed cash through direct mail

J.

F.

terHorst

fit

solicitations and other fund-raising
gimmicks. Mosbucher and his staff
don't quite know whom to target.
Swallowing their pride, the Ford
committee has bought one mailing list
of 60.000 Republican names for
$10,000 from Stewart Lamprey, a
Reagan backer in New Hampshire
where the first primary comes up
February 24. And they are digging
around for other mailing lists of
potential Ford donors, considering
even a mailing to doctors in Illinois
and another to antique dealers.
Finding
a
Ford
constituency
apparently is very hard work.
Adding insult to penury, the
Republican National Committee has
just decided that the incumbent
president is not entitled to exclusive
use of its own fund-raisins lists.
WHATEVER Mr Ford gets, the
GOP hierarchy has decreed, also will
he offered to Reagan and to any other
Republican candidate for president.
Such cold neutrality is without
modern precedent in any major party.
It has the Fold men fuming.

The problem for the president,
however, runs deeper than the hole in
his pocket A year ago at this time. Mr.
Ford was being assured by associates
and party leaders that he was a shoo-in
for the Republican nomination. There
was some grumbling, to be tare, about
his quality of leadership but nothing
that couldn't he patched up in lime.
Well, that lime is now and n hain't
happened yet. Instead of amassing
support, he has been losing it. Instead
of watching the campaign money roll
in. he finds himself looking around for
a good street corner to hold out his
cup.
Looking hack it seems incredible
that a president with so much going
for him when he took office lo
months ago could he reduced to such
constituency straits today. '"It hasn't
just eroded." observed one still
staunch Ford ally. "'Some ol it was
tricked away."
In the beginning. Mr. Ford was
perceived to lie what he said he was a middle - road Republican pledged to
national reconciliation jller Watergate.
comity with the Democratic Congress.
and openness with the people He
picked a more liberal Republican as
vice president, sal down with the black
caucus, planned limited amnesty tor
Vietnam war evaders. His support
from the polls was magnificent; even
some Democrats talked of voting loi
Ford if he became a oandfdate
THEN CAME the Nixon pardon.

the
much-ridiculed
WIN
(Whip
Inflation
Now)
campaign.
an
ineffectual presidential effort to slave
off Republican defeat in the 1974
congressional elections, a continuing
veti' confrontation with Congress,
much presidential dashing about the
country -- and the perceptible Ford
drift to the conservative side in a vain
effort head oil Reagan's entry into the
presidential race
For Mr Ford, the political price fi^r
all this has obviously been exorbitant.
Nelson Rockefeller has taken himselt
off the ll>76 GOP ticket and much of
the
progressive
Republican
constituency has left with him.
Republican
conservatives.
unappeased, lie Reagan's constituency
- not Mr. Ford's. And with neither
wing of the party in his corner, where
are the Republican supporters and
contributors the president needs to
win the nomination?
Ford operatives ami White House
aides arc troubled but confident that
the needed constituency is still out
there, somewhere, waiting for the
president to find it and harness it. But
they acknowledge u will be a
herculean task before the early key
primaries in February and March.
Unlike Little Bo Peep, they concede.
Mr I oid won't lind his sheep coming
home alone on then own
Copyright,
1975, Universal
Syndicate Detroit News

media blinds justice
WASHINGTON •• Judges like to
make a big thing over protecting
defendants from publicity thai might
prejudice juries . . .sometimes.
The big buttle between the First and
Sixth Amendments, fan trial versus
free press, but as often .is not ludicial
gag orders ate a means whereby
authority-infatuated
judges
help
prosecutors
conduct
a
private
lynching.
Then there ate the times when there
is no gag order The loudest, recent
example of the bench cooperating in
this way to depnvc unpopular figures
of their constitutional rights has been
transpiring in Detroit where a bunch
of guys from New Jeiscy with Italian
names and reputations as hoodlums
have been marched in before a Federal
giand jury and forced lo undergo a
police lineup, all under maximum
possible publicity

Although these characters haven't
been indicted lot anything, the
government has not only let n be
known through the media that they
arc under suspicion loi murder, but
gallons of other stuff about them have
been spilled and leaked lo the press.
The spillcrs and leakers have to be the
D.A.'s office and 01 ilie till
MAYBE THESE ginks we see being
shoved down official corridors and in
and out of giand tiny rooms are as bad
as they're made out lo be. Lei's hope
so. becuase Cod help them If they're
Innocent.
The Justice Department hasalready
tned them on television and in the
papers, and where have all those
prating ludges gone" Where .lie the gay:
orders'' When do we get lo heal one ol
those
black-robed
sententious
junsprudes read us I lie lecture on the
pgliis of these unpopulai persons lo a
inodicum of due piocess'
Granting the conspicuous moral
cowardice of the bench, you would
still think that some judge in Detroit
would have the moxie lo object to
what the prosecutors ate doing to the
little that's left of the giand jury's
Original functions, In this case, as in
many other ones in the last few yens.
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whal these decisions can mean lo us

innocent, taxpaying'serfs,
Nicholas
von Hoffman

it has been used as an investigative arm
of lite Justice Department, a legal
torture chambei lor the extraction of
sell incriminating testimony.
A grand juiy's function, according
to a Supreme Courl ruling on lite
stibjccl as tecently as 11 months ago.
is "both the determination whether
there is probable cause lo believe a
crime has been committed and the
protection
of
citizens
agaiusl
unfounded criniin.il prosecutions."
In keeping with thai, it is foi the
protection of innocent people thai
grand jury proceedings are secret.
IN THIS, investigation, though, the
grand jury has been used as an
occasion for publicizing the Justice
Department's
as
yei
unproven
suspicions .ind loi putting cxltalcgal
pressure on these men. Guilty or not.
whethei they are eventually indicted
ot .ue diopped fin a new sci of
suspects, the men's reputations have
been blasted.
The grand jury which was once
thought of. to use lite Supreme
Cod's language again, "as a protector
of citizens againsl arbitrary and
oppressive government action" has
now
been
perverted
into
the
mechanism for carrying out such
action
The Introduction by Congress a lew
sens ago of something called "use
Immunity" has helped to destroy the
giand Jury as out protector.
This device enables the government
to force a man to incriminate himself
in front of a grand jury in return foi a
limited immunity ag.rnsi prosecution.
His own words can't be used against
him in a subsequent trial, but the
government can take the leads he is
forced to provide by testifying against
himself to find witnesses and evidence
which can be used in the trial which
will hang him
Last seat the Supreme Courl helped
the abuse of the giand jury along by
ruling that illegally obtained evidence
may be presented to it. As with
testimony exacted by use immunity,
the evidence can't be used in a trial
itself but it can be used lo develop
other leads
A HAPPY BY-PRODUCT of this
tuling is to encourage the good folks at
the FBI to smash down your door
without a warrant If judges ever get
back Into contact with reality and sechow cops wreck people's homes when
they search them, they'd understand

The more elaborate methods ol
inflicting inequity arc ordinarily saved
for unpopular people who become
targets of political opportunity for
proscculorial vendettas. Often lite
victims arc radicals, but sometimes a
district attorney may determine it's
enough to he Italian and a teamster.
from New Jersey.
The recent indictment of Marvin
Mandcl. the governor of Maryland, by
a giand jury which leaked worse than
Jerry Ford trying lo keep a secret,
seems to have stemmed from nothing
more
than
a
general
Justice
Department1 zeal to shoot itself a deer
with 20-poinl antlers.
Some congressional lawmaking is
needed lo stop blind and uninformed
grand pines from being used ,is
investigatory adjuncts of the FBI. But
pidges who know they're not supposed
lo he the D.A.'s little helpers could
contribute too.

THIS IS THE VEAR FOR A REVOUHON.

Lerrers
greetings
from abroad
A big hello to everybody at Bowling
Green who knows us in the study
ahtoad program in Madrid We wish lo
extend belated holiday greetings lo

everyone,
A little something to make you all
green with envy-most of us loured the
rest of Europe for Christmas bieak.
Franco's death, the coronation
ceremonies of Juan Carlos I and
Thanksgiving put us out of classes
(sob. sob) for a week, but we had lo
make it up.
A very special Thanksgiving dinner
was provided us at the Castellana
Hilton Motel, complete with American
food and serenading by a typical
Spanish "La Luna." a group of
good-looking, young men in medieval
costumes and leotards for the purpose
of entertaining. Afterwaids we all
went lo a discotheque and returned
home in high spirits for breakfast the
next day! Sound familiar?
We all agree thai ihe best parts
about Spain are the beautiful sunny
skies.
the
countryside
with
background
of
snow-capped
mountains (no similarity to BG \ ski
slope) and the freedom of booze! I ot
those of you who love the exciting
hustle-bustle of an international city,
along with the penis of dodging
European traffic, Madrid is your place.
Ample opportunities have come our
way from attending national orchestra

let's hear from you
The BG \ews welcomes all letters to Ihe editor and opinion columns
Letters may comment on any other letter column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum of D00 words typewritten We ask lhai
columns be no more than four typed pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect lo the laws of libel and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the author's name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor, co The BG News. 100
University l?all

conceits, national museum touts and
cultural excursions We've been lo F.l
Escorial,
Segovia.
I xiremadtiia.
Caceres and Avila. not lo mention
countless monasteries and cathedrals
which are taken care of by the
program. Those of us who have time.
energy and money lo spare lake our
own trips lo Toledo. Malaga and the
Islands.
Whal we have neglected to mention
is that, of course, we all experienced a
bit of cultural shock in the first few
weeks, hut thanks to good fnends who
wrote, we managed to remain sane. No
thanks lo those who couldn't get oul
of bed long enough to drop us a
post-card from the union. See you
soon.
Lynn Smilhers
Phil Marklcy
Tina Cast
Jerry Fitzpatrick
Lynn Peiers
Lori Sargent
Pat Cassessc
Melissa Klkie
Laura Lafferty
Karen Collier

Karen Alexander
Bev Timmerman
Marian Maldonado
Nini Almanza
Diane Wilson
Celine Schmidt
Missy Melvin
Barb Bevens
Mrs. Flys
Madrid. Spain

mortar board
nominations
Nominations
are
now
being
accepted for Mortar Board, the
national senior honorary. Mortar
Board, one of the highest honors a
senior
can
attain.
recognizes
outstanding women and men on the
basis of scholarship, leadership, and
service.
Mortar Board is open to students
who are juniors and rank in die top 35

pet cent of iheii class Qualification
guidelines
include
outstanding
scholastic work, including honors
research, outstanding Ol unusu.il work
experience, 01 unique academic and
intellectual promise
In the area of leadership, nominees
are evaluated on the basis ol being
meaningfully active and being leaders,
not jusi having a list of icitivtties ot
being ut office holder, Service may be
directed llnougli or toward lite
University oi an agency organization
or comtnumtv outside BGSL'.
IN
ADDITION
to
being
a
recognition
of
achievementi
membership in Mot tar Board is an
opportunity 10 bo a prt of a unique
and diverse gtoup which can he ol
service to • the limeisity and the
community.
This year the selections process is
being handled somewhat differently
than in the past. In othei years' a list of
persons scholastically eligible has been
circulated lo faculty and staff. This
year such a list will not be available,
and until a student has been
nominated by a faculty member,
organization advisor, residence hall
staff member, administraiot or other
student, she or he will not be
considered for membership.
Nomination forms have been sent to
faculty and staff membets. Persons
who have not received forms or need
additional forms may call 372-2151.
Nominations are due Friday. Jan. 16.
Peisons who have any questions or
wish more information mav call
372-2151.
1976 is a transitional year for
Mortar Board. This is the First lime
thai both men and women are eligible
for
membership.
The
selections
process, of which the nominations are
the First step, is highly dependent on
the careful deliberation of faculty staff
and students to insure that all eligible
students are considered.
Sharon O'Flahcrty.
107 Darrow Hall
Mary Ann Nemeth
6l6 0ffenhaurEast

prices up
The price of a pack of cigarette* is
up to t>0 cents in the Union. Is nothing
sacred'
Daniel Feicht
1004 Eighth St.

invitation
extended
This is an invitation to attend our
rushes at Phi Kappa Psi fraternity. The
first will be held on Jan 6. We hope to
show you what we feel we can do for
you. bui we are also hoping lo fin<j
those interested in becoming involved,
with our system.
We are a strong national fraternity'
and at Bowling Green we encourage all
members to become actively involved
in ail social, athletic and all-greet
events. I pledged last quarter as a firs
quarter freshman and already I arn
involved in the new pledge piogram
and the membership and social
committees.
We
have
the
highesj
grade-point-average on campus, bui ail
active social life is also an integral pad
,of our house. We already have partie$
and six sorority teas planned foj
winter quarter. We annually offe}
scholarships and grants for such thing)
as academic performance, leadership)
and active participation. We also caaj
help you find job opportunities in tht)
future.
We
have developed a strong
foundation of brotherhood and wd
hope you can become a part of itj
Come visit our house tonight at 7 p.rrtj

Gary Schnaclce
and me Brothers of Phi Kappa Psi
. f

'I
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New rates keep mail lines long
By Lorraine Jameson
Ass't Managing Editor
Standing in lines reminiscent of the recent movie hit
"Jaws." University students have kept the campus post
office busy since the quarter began Monday.
Increased postal rates took effect Dec, 31, and John
Sockman. manager of the University Post Office said. "I
don't think we've ever had three days quite like this."
Aria Mae ("ion. a postal clerk, said that tor "two and a
half days solid it's been packed at the window from 9:30
a.m. until 4:50 p.m ."
CRON SAID postal employes always expect a crowd at
the beginning of the quarter, hut nothing like what it has
been.
First classuies rOK from 10 to I,? cents, and (ion said
the post office lias been selling numeioiis l.t-ccnt stamps as
well as a great mans one. two and three-cent stamps to
accompany lO-cent stamps on letters
In addition to the long lines, ("ron said postal
must do the compulation involved in assessing the
packages since charts with the new rates are
availahlc. Also, postal scales and othei machines

CRON SAID she hears many students complaining about
the higher rates, but that she docs not expect a decrease in
the volume of mail. "The students tell us it's still cheaper
than telephones." site said.
The students have been very patient while waiting in the
long lines, ("ron said, and the employes appreciate it. "The
students didn't harass us even when we ran out of stamps."
she said.

University professor
vies for US Senate
D r
f m m a
I iindahurk.
associate
protestor of economics.
currently is circulating
petitions to place her
name on the ballot for
the l°7t. US Sena-e
elections.
As an independent
candidate.
Dt.
hiindabuik must obtain

workers
mlei fot
not yet
must he

the signatures of 5.000
registered Ohio voters
in Older to qualify for
the national election.
Dt. Fundaburk. who
fell short of obtaining
the nccessaiy signatures
during
the
11'74
election, declined to
comment
on
her
campaign.

CIA allegedly funding Italians
New rates

Lissa Addington. iJniverdty post office emi
stamps to a student iNewsphoto by Lance Wynn)

sells 11 cent

WASHINGTON
(API-The CIA is funnehng
$ 6
million
t «.>
anti-Communist
political
leaders in Italy to head off
what Secretary of Sine
Henry Kissinger considers

Drop-add system compared to others
By Joe Wollet
Staff Reporter
If you have the patience
of Job. the strength of
Hercules and the endurance
of a long-distance runner,
you
ma)
be able to
withstand the experience ol
diop add al the I nivcisitv
Hui do not think you
have II so bad A briel
telephone survej of some
area univeriitiei shows that
some have it harder and
some easier than student
here
Students
at
Indiana
University ai Bioomington
must WCINICI
lor mosl
classes by waiting In hues
According
to
Sarah
Overniyer. managing editor
of
the
Indiana
Daily

Student, the campus paper.

Students are devided into
groups according to the first
letter ol their last name
They register in much the
same way
students go
through drop add at this
University.
Indiana
University
students
can icgistci lor
some courses the semester
before they arc taken. Inn
even now that process is not
available for all couises.
CLASS rank and the
alphabet are the bases fot
pre-rcgisltation.
open
registration and drop/add at
Indiana. Ovcrmycr said
Al Ohio University al
Athens, students iiuisi pick
up a change oidei lo diop
or adil a class. Accoiding to
M

i '.

Beih

Sotranec,

a

reporter toi the Ol Post.
students have until Jan. It
to gel a change oidei
without paying a S2 Ice.
She said die decision in
dropping and adding is. m
mosl cases, up lo ihe
discretion of the profetaoi
The process al Keni State
University is smulai lo thai
used at tins, universit)
Students
icgisici
with
computei cuds dining the
previous quarter and are
allowed lo change courses
by
presenting
an
identification cud.
The last two numbers ol
a student's social security
number aie used lo make
appointments, according to
Kill Moushe). entertainment
ediioi of the Daily Kent
Slatei

LINLS ate usually short,
he said, and
Students
making out a complete
schedule aie in drop/add for
an hoin .n Ihe mosl
Ihe situation here may
get ballet as ihe days go by.
since.
according
lo
Universit) Regislrai Carey
Brewer, the highest influx
oi students is during ihe
lirst two days of diop add.

Brewei

said the drop add

sl.il! handled |iisl iindei
1.700 students on Monday
and Tuesday
Ihe st;ill can handle 800

appointments a day. he said,
with an additional 200
students being squeezed in
if they wanl lo endure ihe
lines, flic earliest drop add
appointments available as ol

Officials to alleviate lottery woes
By the Associated Press
legal hassles, duplicate '
ticket pioblems and rising
costs have hurl some of the
nation's lotteries and sent
officials scaiclung for ways
lo
build
interest
and
straighten out operations.
An
Associated
Press
survey
showed yesterday
that most arc doing well.
with some areas, including
New
Jciscy
and Ohio,
linking programs lo the
Bicentennial in an attempt
to increase sales Trouble
remains, however, in a lew'
key spots
The Omaha. Neb., lottery
is in the midst of a cowl
battle
over
the

interpretation of ihe law
authorizing the program Al
issue is what the law means
when . it
requires
that
proceeds must go to CIVIC
belterment or charitable
causes.
THE NEW YORK Stale
lottery was suspended last
October
because
of
organizational
problems
that led lo the issuance of
tickets
with
duplicate
numbers. Oov. Hugh Carey
has
proposed
a
reorganization plan, but the
legislation is still pending
and officials in neighboring
Vermont said New York's
problems might hurt their
chances of establishing a
lottery

Pennsylvania
faces
a
potential problem because
of the cost of funding ihe
giowing iiumhei of senioi
citizens' programs financed
by
lottery
revenues.
Officials viy Ihe cost of ihe
programs
may
exceed
revenues by SI3 million
ntxl year.
In Ohio. Ihe loiter,' got
involved in allegations ol

political misconduct aTtei
the
deputy
executive
duecloi tan loi mayor.
On the hngliler side, the
Delaware loiter) recently
got undei way again alter a
four-month suspension.
The
structure
was
revamped to eliminate a
no-vvinnci
pioblem
thai
developed during the initial
live weeks ol operation.

5 p.m. yesterday were fot
tomorrow morning.
BREWER said siudents
wishing lo drop courses
only and students with
dosed count requests cm
go
through
diop add
without an appointment.
The last day lo add a
COUfte is 5 pin. Monday
Drops must be made before
5 p.m. Jan 2(>, along with
changes to oi front S I1. The
last day 10 Withdraw passing
(WPiis5 p.m Feb. 17.
Brewer said an advantage
of the computer registration
system used here is thai
demand analyses can be run.
allowing departments to see
if they need more oi less
sections of a course The
analyses aie also valuable in
determining student trends.
Brewer said.

alarming advances by the
Communist
paity
in
tuiope, an authoritative
source said yesterday,
The money is going
directly to members of the
Christian Democratic and
Democratic Socialist parties,
ihe source said.
■ There was nothing to
suggest the funding is illegal
The I'luted States funded
non-Communist
political
gioups in Italy beginning in
1948 for almost '0 years,
ending afttt the covcit
activity was disclosed by
Ramparts magazine in i'>o7.
THE S6 million compaics
with $2.6 million given by
the CIA in I'l(v4 to support
Chilean
opposition
to
Marxist Salvadoi Allende.
Disclosure of the funding
being sent into Italy comes
dining heated debate over
covert US. funding for
antiCommuniti
factions
lighting in Angola. The
Senate ha- voted to cut off
coven funds fot Angola It
could
not
be
learned
vvheiliei any such action
was wing contemplated on
funds fot Italy

Army ROTC.
It's moiv than $100

a month.

Most you'll men and women fJOn*l participate Id Arrtiv
HOTC p'tll fot ine $100 .1 month thev earn during their
last two year* of college.
It probably isn't even the convenience o' turning a
degree and a commission at the sarr>« time, or serving their
Country as in Army officer,
The real teaton is what Army HOTC leadership
development wii d 1 l(M them n any career they choose.
This is hard for young men and women to . .-ali/Q until
it happens. This is why we hope that you will consider
Aimy ROTC and the Military Science Program at Bowling
Green Slate University.
During the
Winter Quarter the Military Science
Department will offer throe sections »> MS 102 and a
Special section of MS 101. So, in case you missed us
during tne ( all Quarter its still not too late to Learn what
.1 [*>5iJn Lead in Army ROTC.
For further information on the Army HOTC program
contact, the Military Science Department at 372-2477 or
stop in and see Captain Tom Whippie in Room 157 of
Memorial Hall.

Write a letter
to the editor!

PHI DELTA
THETA

RUSH
--7-9 pm

- FEATURING Chif Broilea SteaKS and
CnoDl
Full Court* Family
Omntr
12 VARIETIES
PANCAKES & WAFFLES
Opan TUM, thru Sat. 7:30-*
Sundayl 7 30-/.00

412 EAST WOOSTER
BANQUET ROOM

NOON SPECIALS DAILY

TONIGHT
Refreshments and Entertainment
NEW FRATERNITY ROW WEST

Closed Mondoy

412Eo»tWooit«r

m

.tain noir.

The disci osuie also comes
as the Italian Socialist patty
withdrew its support afrom
Premier
Aldo
Morro's
government, dooming ihe
I '<-month-old
minority
coalition
of
Christian
Democrat! and Republicans.
THE SOCIALIST paity. a
Marxist group and Italy's
third-largest political party.
acted after
its
leader.
Francesco de Martlno, said

ihe

government-Italy*!

32nd since World War
ll-liad been operating "with
open disdain" for the
Socialists.
The secretary of the
Italian Republican party.
meanwhile, denied that it or
any of ils officials had ever
received CIA funds. Oddo
III.IMIII.
a
paillamentary
deputy, said he lias asked
The New York Times lo
deny a icport it published
saying the Republicans had.
CIA Director William
Colby briefed Chairman
John
Sparkman,
ID-Alabama), of the Senate
I o i eign
Rela t i.ons
Committee
and ranking
Republican
member

Clifford Case of New Jersey
on the agency's Italian
operation Dec, s. shoitly
after the Koid admmistiation decided on ihe Italian
funding.
Case refused to confirm
oi deny the funding, hut
said he was dissatisfied with
the
manner
in
which
Congress
was
given
aftci-ihcfact notification of
CIA coven operation!,
IN ACCORDANCE with
j |074 law, Colby also
briefed mcnibeis
of the
oversight subcommittee of
the
Mouse International
Relations
Committee on
Dec. ". Rep. Wayne Mays.
(D-Ohm). a member of the
sub-committee, refuted lo
confirm specifics ol the CIA
operation, but said he had
told Colby that "I didn't
Ihuik it was a vet) bnglit
idea."
Hays
said
he
was
concerned the CIA would
have no control ovci how
the money was spent and
thai the "minute H becomes
known" the nei effect
would be j gam loi the
Communists in Italy,
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New mayor retains officials
By Renee Murawski
Staff Reporter
Despite
Mayor
Alvin
Perkins' decision to form his
"own
team
of
city
administrators,"
he
has
retained two officials from
former
Mayor
Charles
Bartlett'l administration.
Municipal Adniinistialor
Wesley
Hoffman
and
DirCCtOI of finance Charles
loust. hoih Repuhlicaiis.
were reappomicd Monday
hv
the
city's
largely

Democratic council.
Foust. who was elected
to his position in June, said
that
he
foresees
no
difficulties in making the
transition from the Barllett
to the Perkins administration.
"Me (Perkins) voted for
me in June when he was still
a menihcr of City Council
and he wouldn't go hack on
his word hy not supporting
me now." Foust said.
FOUST

declined

to

newsnotes
Nixon documents

comment on allegations that
Mayor Perkins played party
line politics in replacing
City
Attorney
John
Cheetwood. a Republican,
with Patrick Crowley, the
1975 Democratic campaign
chairman.
"I'm
a
registered
Republican.
but
that
doesn't mean anything. I
vote for whoever I think can
do the job. If anybody
doesn't like that, they can
fire me." Fousi said.
Hoffman also declined to
comment on whether Ihe
appointment of Crowley
was a political move. He
said he believes his own
leappoinimrnt was due to
Mayor Perkins' desire to
provide some continuity in
city government.

going on." Hoffman said.
Hoffman said that he
foresees
a
change
in
management style under «K
Perkins
administration
which should result in more
work for himself.
"Bartlett liked to get
directly
involved
in
operational
details,
but
Perkins won't have time to
do ihe same sort of thing
because he has a full-time
job that often takes him out
of
town."
Hoffman
explained.
"I ALSO expect more
freedom of action to come
with the added work."
Hoffman said.
Hoffman said that his
position transcends party
lies. "I am the mayor's alter
ego. Irrespective of whether
he is a Republican or a
Democrat, my job is to
implement his policy. I can
only work effectively if I
support
him," Hoffman
said.

WASHINGTON - A special ihrcc-judgc court ruled
yesterday thai millions of documents and the White
House tapes accumulated while Richard Nixon was
president belong to the government and not to Nixon.
The iiiling upholds the constitutionality of a new
federal law providing public access to thousands of hours
ot tapes and about 42 million documents.
Trie court laid, however, that the records of the
Nixon years would remain locked up for the present
pending a possible Supreme Court appeal hy the former
president. The tliicc judges said Nixon's complaint
claiming ownership of the records "is dismissed without

"PERKINS has had no
direct experience as mayor.
If he changed everyone all
at once, they'd he running
around here 'til all the new
people figured out what was

merit."

ROMF (AP) -Premier Aldo Moro and his minority
coalition government resigned last night after the Socialist
parly withdrew key parliamentary support, setting off a
new political crisis in the midst of a determined Communist
drive for a share in ruling the nation.
The I.Vmontli-old cabinet of Moro's Christian Democrats
and the small Republican party was the 32nd Italian
government to collapse since the end of World War II.
In withdrawing shell backing in parliamentary voting, the
Socialists, a Marxist group that is Italy's third largest party,
complained that the Moro government had ignored their
ideas for solving the county's economic ills. They also
charged non-Communist prejudice against the Communist
parly.

The United Stales funded non-Communist
groups in Italy beginning in 1948 fot almost
ending alter the covert activity was disclosed by
magazine in 1967. The Washington source said
administration recently ordered it resumed.

THE GOVERNMENT'S end came as an authoritative
Washington source claimed that the CIA is funncling So
million directly to members of the Christian Democratic
party and the Democratic Socialists, a party distinct from
Ihe Socialists. There was no known link between the funds
report and the government collapse.
Leaders of the Christian Democratic and Republican
parlies denied receiving any CIA money. The Republican
party had been named by the New York Times and the
Washington Post as receiving such funds.
The 59.year.old Moro resigned after a I 5-minuie meeting
with Ins cabinet and was to present his resignation to
President Giovanni Leone. Based on past practice, rhe
president will open consultations with party leaders and
designate a new premier to try to put a government
together.

LINCOLN.
Neb.
(API-It seemed like a
nightmare, ihcn it was the
most wonderful thing thai
happened lo us. Now it's
another nightmare."

.

Gun ruling

CLEVELAND
(AP) - Municipal
Court
Judge
Salvatore
Calandri
ruled
:!■'• city's gun law
unconstitutional yesterday, saying it failed to allow for
special circumstances of possession and wasn't effective.
The ruling came in dismissal of a charge of illegal
possession of a firearm against Guy Turner. IX. of
Cleveland.
Calandra said he was reluctant lo strike down ihe law
hui ill.il retaining it would stand in the way of Obtaining
.: more effective measure.
I he law hars possession or sale of liandgUilS with
barrels less than three Indies long and smaller than J2
caliber.

Ford threat
COVINGTON, Ky (API - A Covmglon mail has I .CM
chanted by the U.S. Secret Service with threatening the
life ot President Ford.
Norman Sloane Jr. was arrested Tuesday night and
was lo be arraigned yesterday, according 10 Frank
I ■ ■■ \ i gent in charge of the Secret Service's Louisville
of lice
"He was charged with threatening the president in the
presence ol tome psychiatrists ind stiff members ai the
Lexington Vetorans Administration (VA) hospital."
Leyva said), "lie threatened to kill the president-shoot
him."
Leyva said Sloane had been arrested by Georgetown
police on an auto theft charge, and had cut his wrist
while in that jail.
He was taken lo the VA hospital fot treatment of the
wrist, and while there was referred to a psychiatrist

"because of his behavior."

tonight

5p.m. to midnight

f^GtlO VQ flOH

Soundproofing, new lighting and ceiling panels have been added to 105 Hanna Hall
'" ll"1""' '" lmP,llu' ''"' academic atmosphere of tin- room (Newsphoto In I ince
Wynn)

Italian coalition government falls

IF THAT FAILS, he would have to dissolve parliament
and call a national election within 70 days. Elections are
now scheduled for the spring of 1977.
The reports of financial support to Italian politicians
from the U.S. intelligence agency followed a warning by
Secretary' of State Henry Kissinger last month that the
United States is determined to do whatever it can to
prevent Communists from joining coalition governments in
Europe.

THE ITALIAN Communist party, which disclaims
subservience to Moscow, received 33 pei cent ot the soles
in nationwide regional and local elections last summer.

pulling to within two percentage points of the Christian

Democrats.
All major cities on the Italian mainland except Rome arc
now governed by Communist administrations or alliances
between the Communists and the Socialists, also a Marxist
paiiy. At the national level, party Undersecretary Enrico
Berlingucr has been talking of what he calls an "historic
compromise"-a
governing
alliance
between
the
Communists and (lie Roman Catholic Christian Democrats.

Vietnamese refugees reunited

State Sen. John DeC.iinp
described
his
brief
guardianship
of
two
Vietnamese orphans, saying
both had been taken from
him after their mother was
located in South Carolina.
"I would be a liai if I
denied that I considered a
court fight, but aftei the
children saw their real
mother there just didn't
seem to he any point in it."
DeCamp said.
"WE TOOK he children
to Charleston. S.C.. to sec
Mrs. Thomas Mallard. They

3nd every TrwrS. nigfit....

m*

political
20 years,
Ramparts
the Ford

MODEL OPENNOON TILL 4:30 P.M.

as

CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS

just stalled crying when
iliey saw her, Thev were so
happy.
"You could see H was
settled."
Hung. 6. and his sister.
Tarn, 7, were reunited with
Mr.
and
Mrs. Thomas
Mallard on New Year's Day.
Mallard, a service managei
for a Charleston oil firm, is
their stepfather.
DeCamp. who served in
Vietnam as an Army captain
and
speaks Vietnamese,
went there twice lo lakepart in Opciation Babylilt.a
project
that
brought
thousands of Vietnamese

orphans to this country.
"Obviously.
all
Ihe
children weren't orphans,
but at the tune there was so
much confusion no one
could be sure of anything."
DeCamp said "My first
understanding was that their
parents had died in ihe
fighting. It was a nightmare
over there, but I thought I
had been so careful in
picking these children that I
was just sure everything
would work out," DeCamp
said. "I helped so many
other
people
adopt
Vietnamese orphans. I don't

tItiiik. ihis has happened lo
any of them "
DeCamp said his wife is
heartbroken "because she
was
with
them
eveiy
minute. We have no children
of our own."
DECAMP said he and Ins
wife had promised the
children and themselves that
they would do whalcvci
they could to find out if the
children's
mother
had

escaped
front
Communists.

"A short time ago we
learned that a Vietnamese
woman lii die description
ihe children gase of their
mother...she
ssas
in
a
refugee camp and making
efforts to find them and il
has all led to this." lie said.
"It hasn'l been jll thai
had, considering so than)
memories.*1 DeCamp said

Spanish army opens
city subway system
MADRID. Spain (API -- The Spanish army began running
the Madrid subway system yesterday as the government
moved gingerly to hieak a wildcat strike that sel off the
worst traffic snail in Ihe city's history and challenged the
authority of the new regime.
Fearing a possible labor backlash, the government
refrained for Ihe moment, however, from dialling ihe
rebellious subway workers into service lo end the three-day
wildcat walkout.
Army personnel tiained as railroad engineers wanned up
2\ empty trains-ahout one-fif'h of ihe system -for an hour,
then began admitting passengers free, Police roje the first
irains to go back into service.
The line reopened is the principal one running through
the
center of the capital between working-class
ncighboihoods. Subway officials gase no indication if othei
lines would soon be reopened

BEHIND BURGER CHEF & CRUSTY'S PIZZA PUB
NEXT TO STERLING MILK & DORSEY DRUG
NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER & FALL SCHOOL YEAR OF 1976

NEW YEAR

OPENINGS FOR 1-4 STUDENTS
TO FILL 4-MAN APTS. (FALL SCHOOL YEAR)
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES (2) BEDROOM - (2) STUDENTS SUMMER QTR.

Our regola

5TJB
only $ I*

to -your Jew

minimum for delivery—$1.70
FREE DELIVERY

IWLIAfc
sues •SPAGHETTI
loO*f'S.N\AlH,&.6r.

•PIZZA*

PH.iS2-757l

CLEARANCE SALE

13 GOOD REASONS FOR LIVING AT CAMPUS MANOR
Modern • Furnished • Cable T.V.
2 min. Walk to Campus
5 min. Walk to Downtown
25 business establishments at your front door
Entrance doors secured at all times
Large treezer for additional food savings
Intercom between apartments & entrance
Free parking at your front door
Gas barbecue grid for the gourmet cook
No car required, save on gas, parking & operating cost
No long walks on those zero winter days in mud & slush
Wad lighted streets between apts., campus and shopping araas

Friendly Helpful Landlords

Select

JUNIOR

JUNIOR

DRESSES
Long and street

1/3-

AND
ORE

JUNIOR SIZE

JACKETS
FOR THE CREAM OF THE CROP,
GO CAMPUS MANOR
FROM '25200 PER PERSON PER QUARTER

352-9302
EVENINGS AND WEEKENDS
352-7365

Pants, skirts, blouses,

NOW

1 /2

OFF

JUNIOR

SPORTSWEAR
Select pants, jackets,
sweaters, tops, blouses

SAVE
UP TO

ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED EXCEPT ELECTRIC

MODEL OPEN NOON TILL 4.30 P.M. WEEKDAYS

SEPARATES
jackets sweaters.

length styles.
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and blue jeans.

NOW m £*% OFF
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local briefs
Correction
The telephone number of ihe Zeta Beta Tau fraternity
is .172-5920. It was incorrect in an ad in yesterday's
News.

African trip
Applications for the 1976-77 African Studies Trip are
available at the Ethnic Studies Office. 208 Graduate
Center.
The trip is sponsored by the African Study Abroad
Program and Ethnic Studies. It is open to all University
students who major or minor in Afro-American Studies
or intend to declare such a major or minor. Another
requirement specifies that interested students should
plan to lake Studies in African Culture (100 and .'00
levels).
Interested students also can contact Oladele Ajala.
coordinator of the African Study Abroad Program, at
372-2796 or 372-2479. Deadline for applications is Jan.
31. and the applications will be given out on a
first-come-first-served basis.

. Swim time
Winter quarter recreational swims will be open to
students at the following times: Tuesday 8:30-10 p.m..
Friday 6:30-10 p.m.. Saturday 4-8 p.m.. and Sunday 2-4
p.m. Admission is 25 cents.

scu
The Student Consumer Union will hold a meeting to
discuss organizing a campus housing newspaper al 8
tonight in the Pink Dogwood Suite. Union. Call
352-281 2 or 372-0248 for more information.

Speakers
Hie University Office lor Public Services hll compiled
a list of speakers available to clubs and organizations
The list is designed 10 introduce campus speakers to
the community and to help organizations plan programs.
Subjects included in the list are the arts, business and
economics, campus life, child and family, education,
health, history and politics, journalism, mathematics,
philosophy, science, technology, women and the world
as well as a variety of miscellaneous topics such as
fashion.
For more information contact the Office for Public
Services. 372-2681.

Red Cross
A Red Cross meeting will he at 7 p.m. Sunday in the
Harrison Room. Union. Discussion topics will include
the upcoming Bloodmobile drive Jan. -7 and 'K. I
disaster training session in February, as well as various
lOCial activities. Interested students can attend or can
call Barb Baxter al 352-3185 tor more Information,

Police report
University Police report the following crimes
committed Tuesday. Kevin Sabins. freshman (B.A.I, had
his coat, valued at 530, stolen from the Krcischei dining
area. Mane Connor, freshman (tfcVCS.), had books,
valued at 521.50. stolen from a locker

Tennis
An organizational meeting will be at 4 p.m. Monday
in 206 Women's Bldg. lot any woman interested in
playing intercollegiate tennis this spring For further
information, contact tennis coach Janet Parks al
372-2772.

Paraplegic Inspires artificial muscle research
COLUMBUS
(AP) •- Researchers
are
experimenting with
an
artificial muscle system on
sheep that was inspired by a
i2-year-old paraplegic.
Dr. David Gardner, a
physiologist at
Battelle
Columbus
Laboratories,
who heads the research
team, esnmates it would be
a minimum of five years
before the artificial muscles

could be used in humans, if
they prove successful.
Prosthetic muscles made
from silicone rubber have
been implanted in the legs
of eight sheep and most of
the time they walk well
without
the
customary
throwing of the rear leg.
Gardner says they plan to
experiment with 10 to 15
sheep a year over a
three-ycar-period.

By Cindy Leise

film classics as "Shane" and
"The Grapes of Wrath "

Bicentennial
winter
quarter activities planned by
the University involve a
spectrum of events from
films to opera productions
According to Dr. David
Skaggs. associate professor
of history and a member of
the University's Committee
for
the
National
Bicentennial, the variety
allows students to get
involved in what interests
them personally.
For film buffs, free 7
p.m. showings in 105 llanna
will include such American

THE
ANNUAL
University
faculty
and
student opera production
will feature "Daughter of
the Regiment." set uniquely
in colonial Yorktown in
honor of the Bicentennial.
The opera can be seen at 8
p.m. Feb. 8-14 in the Main
Auditorium.
University
Hall. Admission will be S5.
WBGU-TV, channel 57.
will feature "The Adams
Chronicle", a study of
American social history

SEATTLE (API - A progiam to develop an American
supersonic transport has never fully slopped, despite a
congressional vote in 1971 to kill funds to continue a SI
billion SST program, a Boeing Co official says.
Holden Withington. the Boeing vice president who ran
the full-scale development program, said about 50 persons
are continuing to refine SST engine and aerodynamic
designs using government and Boeing money.
"We're working on the technology, and if it gets good
enough, we want to be ready to go back into it again, but
we won't unless it's economically feasible." Withington
said
"WE'VE made a great deal of progress since we were
canceled out. but not enough to compete economically
with the wide bodies, like the Boeing 747."
Withington also said that if the original SST design had
been completed, it never would have gone iton commercial
production. The problem, he said, .is that the SST has
become a money loser.
The American SST was killed after an intense debate
over whether it was environmentally safe and could avoid
becoming an economic white elephant.
The same concerns were raised this week in a
Department of Transportation heating on whether the
Bnlish-French Concorde SST should be allowed to land in
the United States.
Al one time, some 13.000 peisons worked nationwide on
ihe 540 million American SST. It would have carried 298

PISANELLO'S •••
PIZZA 11NB.G.!
We not only have

AS PART of the Ohio
College
Bicentennial
Program the University will
sponsor the second of three
conferences on Bicentennial
themes.
The Jan. 29 conference
features J.A. Leo Lemay.
who will speak on "Yankee
Doodle: The Evolution of
an American Folksong."
and Anne Zimmer. who will
discuss "The Rhetoric of

American Loyaltsm," at 3
p.m. in the Alumni Room.
Union.
At 8 p.m. that day,
Russcl Nye. a Pultizer Prize
winning biographer will
lecture on Popular Images
of the
Revolution in
Mid-Nineteenth
Century
America, in 115 Education
Bldg.
Diversity in progiams was
scheduled to appeal to
different student factions,
111 Skaggs said. He said that
everyone could find a way
to participate in the

Bicentennial celebration,

persons up to 4.000 miles at 1.800 miles an hour • twice as
many passengers as the Concorde at abotil 400 miles an
hour faster.
BOEING, engine Contractor General Electric and (lie
U.S. government spent almost $1 billion before more
money for ihe project was denied.
Withington said that even if the project had survived, no
commercial SSTs would have been produced.
"There is very little likelihood thai we would have proposed
to go into production with the SST." he said. "The design
we were proposing in the 1970s would not have been
economically feasible."
Boeing had planned to fly two titanium SSTs by 1972.
and another S200 million to S300 million would have
permitted that.
But Arab oil producers began raising prices, and jet fuel
consumed twice as fast by an SST as a conventional jet
doubled and tripled in cost.
"The fuel prices didn'i slay down, und ihe economics
became more difficult. We no longer could compete."
Withington said.

ROBIN JIM MARK]
IAN KIRK GREGG!
IFRANK TOM RICK
DAVE DUANE K.K.I
KENT DAVE
GAMMA PHI BETA

[
you at 203 N. Main....

$1

CLA-ZCl

NOW PLAYING

. retain .

EVENINGS AT
7:15-9:15

phone: 352 5166

We put
., some of America's
most important natural resources
into the ground

If it looks encouraging on
the sheep, M will extend
ihe experiment to a clinical
study on a limited number
of patients," says Gardner.
Gardnei sa\s H is difficult
to detail the number of
people who could be helped
b> artificial muscles.
Battelle, a nonprofit
independent
research
organization foi government
and
private
industry.
estimates there are SOO.0OO
patients in the nation
suffering from muscular
dystrophy, strokes, cerebral
palsy, muscular atrophy and
oilier problems who might

benefit,

Call Foct Line
372-2445
SIGMA CHI
WELCOME BACK
TO CAMPIJS

RUSH PARTY
7:00 till ?
THURSDAY,
JANUARY 8, 1976
COME AND MEET THE BROTHERS
AND MOST OF ALL: MEET SIGMA CHI

lio* I'cy >n<! Ih«« |l4ft
which hat hi.ic, hrpt tnrtl

NOW PLAYING AT

CINEMA STADIUM I

EVCNiNGS AT 7:15 9 lb
ADULTS $,".25
CHILD$100
NOSTUUtNT NlGHT OR BARGAIN MAT.
SORRY NOPASSI S

XviTW^^"T—™

THURSDAY IS STUDENT NIGHT IN
STADIUM CINEMA II ONLY - ADMISSION
$1.25 WITH STUDENT I.D.
NOW PLAYING
EVENINGS AT

ALL
$i
SEATS

free pizza delivery
to your door!

"THE ONLY way lie was
being helped tm »nh
cxteriro braces with spnngs
or elastic devices
What was needed was a
form of Internal brace* to
he wouldn't feel so self
conadoui
In the sheep experiments,
orthopedic surgeons have
cut out the three majoi
muscles and attached the
artificial device to the
natural tendons.
A second option would
be to remove the tendons
and attach the artificial
muscle lo the hone.
The
experiment
has
worked in varying degrees,
but researchists s.iv there
has been difficulty in
installing
ihe
artificial
muscles
properly
and
getting ihe light muscle
tone.

GARDNER says a great
deal of long-tetm evaluation
remains lo determine how
mush stress and how much
work the artificial muscles
can handle and whether the
bod> will accept the foreign
materials ovet ■ long period.
Silicone rubbei already has
been
used
to replace
arthritic joints.

CINEMA n

we have the largest
fleet to ensure FAST

paraplegic. He made us
think about his problems of
mobility and he was the
inspiration
for
our
invention." Hughes said.

whai if ihr nwnr

A BIO THANKS
TO ALL THOSE WHO HELPED
WITH FORMAL DESSERTS

the most trained

1 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS

352-2915

centered around the lives of
the Adams family. The
series of bioadcasts is shown
at 9 p.m. every Tuesday
beginning Jan. 20.

SST development continues

AVAILABLE NOW
AND FOR NEXT YEAR

CALL BILL STONER

continuing
with
the
experiment
under
a
three-year grant from the
National
Institute
of
Arthritis. Metabolism and
Digestive Diseases
"Jerry worked with a
young man on the Big
Brothers protect, taking out
or spending a day with a
boy without a fathei. We
used to take this 12-year-old
boy flying, and he was a

Bicentennial events set

personnel to serve [■.

BUFF
APARTMENTS

THE artificial muscle
functions like a rubber
band. It can be used to
replace one muscle of a
counteracting pair, such as
either the biceps or triceps
of the arm. but not both.
A patent was granted last
year to Jerry Kelnier and
Kenneth Hughes Hclmer is
no longer with Battelle. but
Hughes. 36. a bioengineering
technologist.
is

7:15-9:15

A HAYLOFT SEOUCTION...
THAT MUST STAND AS ONE
OF THE MORE AROUSING
SEX SCENES IN RECENT
PERMISSIVE VEARS."-V1.,
THE SEXUAL PASSAGES
ARE CLEARLY THE POINT

AKineimiriLn
tfAPQinO BOQLC DALTKY

'ARLENE TIGER..
A WELL-ENDOWED BODY
WHICH SHE KEEPS ON
THROBBING DISPLAY
THROUGHOUT

PHI
KAPPA
T£T

-male,
'animal
!RY GROSS Presents

RUSH TONIGHT
7:00 pm
REFRESHMENTS
SERVECj
ALL INTERESTED
MEN WELCOMED!

Highly trained, highly qu-Hif'td. and highly d*d<cjjf«d
mmiii officer* in th* Aif Feet. Getting aown to the vital
bunne** of keeping America alert This, ■% a tpecietiied field
available to a few very tpeciai men
You can prepare to enter this *?.citing field Of enrolling in
an Air Force ROTC program Four year. 3 year, or ? year
prot>am» leading to a commitvon of »n Air Force officer
There *'* »choiar*hiDfc available, plus $100 monthly allowance* And after college. *n Air Force opportunity for a
challenging iob and with paid (or graduate educational
degrees
if you're the type ol a guy who *.»r>r» to plant your reet
on a *ohd foundation look mto the Air Force ROTC program*
and look ahead to becoming a mi*»iie launch office- in the
Air Force.
r.r-i »'< ?he cry j-'i.. no obligation, of courtt
Yon can ttill roanwr for the four year program.

It out-Tommys "TOMMy
tftowWKnVMTlrii: ••. .

Contest the Department of Aeroepace Studm, Room 164,

Memorial HaM

Rhone 362-6917

r^i1altoggttierinAirFc<ceROTC

O

•■

STABBIW;

■■

Totally female! Totally animal I
*

ARLENE TIGER • jPANAVISION AND COLOR]
From tht Company that brought You' NGA"and FANNY HILL"
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Draft registration day postponed by budget cut
"We cannot afford to run the computer and the
operation of the registcration with a budget of only S6

By Mary Higgins
Staff Reporter
Plans for the first nationwide draft registration day have
been postponed indefinably duo to the possibility that the
Selective Service may suffer a severe budget CUI to Sft
million from S37.5 million.
The draft registration procedure was changed April I.
1975 when President Ford issued a proclamation slating
that there would be one day each year for men reaching IX
to register.
The registration process would be organized much like
the system used on voting days, with neighborhood MllkMII
staffed by volunteers, according 10 Ohio's Acting Director
of Selective Service Col. John Akin.
Ford was to issue another proclamation to verify the
date of the registration day. However. Col. Akin said thai
the national director of Selective Service ordered all states
to hold in abeyance plans for the registration, pending the
results ol Congress' I976-I977 fiscal budget deliberations

million." Col. Akin said.
A larger budget appropriation depends on several events
especially the President's approval. Ford will reveal whether
Selective Service receives a budget cutback in his State of
the Union message on Jan. '0. Whether he will approve the
budget cut is being kept lop secret. Col. Akin said.
Other variables include whether or not Rep. Melvin Price.
ID-Ill.) and chairman of the House Armed Services
Committee, will push lor a larger appropriation. Secretary
of Defense Donald Rumsfeld also could change his mind
and ask for a larger budgel. Col. Akin said.

"Many funny things have happened since Schlesinger left
as secretary of defense." Col. Akin said.
Col. Akin said he found the situation rather ironic
because several years ago Congress passed the Selective
Service Act which requires that men reaching 18 must
register for the draft. However, there is a strong possibility
that it may not appropriate the funds necessary to
implement the law.
"They've been whittling us down for the last couple of
years, but I do think the country deserves to save money.
especially in our present situation whete we are in deep
stand-by." Col. Akin said.
He said there formerly were local recruiting stations in

After the Vietnam conflict, Col. Akin said former
Secretary of Defense Arthur Schlesingcr had emphasized
the need to keep a large pool of draft registrants to back up
the reservists and the volunteer army. At that time Rep.
Price was in agreement with Schlesingcr. yet Col. Akin said
it appears that Rep Price now agrees with Rumsfeld.

14 stations. Col. Akin said.
Thete are plans to eliminate nine more, leaving only five j
located in the larger cities of Ohio. Many civil services;
employes have been laid off. and Col. Akin said that
presently there are only 60 at these stations.
"But we've been preparing our people (civil service
employes) for the rift. In other words, we'll have to fire
them." he said.
In regard to the future of the draft registration. Col.
Akin said he was not sure what would happen.
"I can't help thinking that in maybe two or three years
we'll find ourselves in some kind of trouble and
but
that's the way we learn. I guess."
.
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DAILY CROSSWORD
PUZZLE
© \m ios AMoriis

each little town in the state. However, there now are only;

1

NMII

ACROSS

34 Stowe villain
36 Viva-voce
37 Areas of urban
blight
39 Continent:
Abbr.
40 Rooms: Lat.
41 So long
42 Member of a
rebgious group
44 Toronto's prov.
45 Famous general
47 Rivar of U.S.Canada border
49 Certainly
50 All of
(so
■ 5 to be amazed I

1 Desert dweller
5 Tourist ire. ol
Quebec
10 Well-known
street name
14 Antilles isle
15 Wild sheep of
India
16 Turkestan
range
17 Moment:
Colloq.
18 Musical comedy
Mar
20 Mosaic pieces
22 Take a
reckoning
23 John Drew's
co-star
25 Literary
monogram
26 Popular song
lifty years ago
29 Eyes: Slang
33 Labor gp.

TODAY
thru
JAN. 17th
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To start off the
New Year....Here's a Sale
of Sales! As of December 31, 1975....The
Fair Trade Law of Ohio has been repealed.
The Savings are yours....We've pulled the
plug on everything.
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headdress
59 "Magic Mountain" setting
61 Musical finale
62 Symbol of
strength
63 SiUy
64 Venerable
65 Transport
66 Gave aspirin.
vitamins, ate.
67 Statuette akin
to Oscar

m
a

9 Pride of New
England

10 Have a

in

ones heart
11 Edmonton's
prov.
12 Cafeau
13 Stock of goods
19 Wing: Fr
21 Reveals
24 Hercules'
Stables
26 Fogs
27 Moslem
supreme being
28 Highway

.1

63
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THE NOtl QOVBKM3R'

QOOP

THANK KU

MM

VEMMUCH'

MAC

Technics $04095
by Panasonic

FREE FOR THREE!

rr seeMs mey HAP A
ume TxajBtf sou**
UPAREflACtMtNT.SO

I've Been APPONTW!
\

29 Succumb
30 Fielder's
mistake

31 Showery
32 Thin boards
35 Robot play
38 One of the original 13 states
40 Hindu life
principle
42 Bone of the
skull
43 Cooked
46 Viand
48 An Athapaskan
people

OF COURSE, IT WON'T 8£
EASY FOR XXJ-NOT BY A
ION6 SHOT SAMOAHS MILL
QUITE LNP£*STANMBIYBE
UXXIN6 FOR A B>6 IST-POUN
AFTER MY PERFORMANCE'

YES.URYURSWIUBe
cAnse TENNIS
SNEAKERSTO
FIU. \

NOW, OON'T
BEAFRAIPTD
CABLE, MAC
IN A JAM. I
\ MEAN.

$149.95
$1.90
served
anytime.
Lindon's Rest. 440 E. Court
across RR tracks from Ad.
Bldg.

Organisational meeting for BGSU Karate Club Goju-Kai
Rm. 100 Hayes. 7:30 p.m. Old & new members.

Si—
Electro Voice EMS 23 Speaker System
This 2 woy system i* one of ow most popular
»'VIM iv .I.I.
ol Electro Voice trseatth has
pioiiuu'd pioducts 01 unmistukable quality
wttti to'ni lound reproduction The EMS-23't
Ochiffve this with an odvaiut' design low
resonance rt
wootei and a %upp< wide
dispe'sion 2 .
Iweetei in a handsome
walnut finish tohim't

Technics

by Panasonic

Corrard Z 92 ■ 3 Speed Automatic Turntable with
•Exclusive Zero Trocking Error Tonearm for better
sound.
'Synchro-lab motor lor quick starts and
steady speed. •Extremely accurate
sliding
weight stylus force setting. 'Cue control viscousdomped in both directions.

LOST AND FOUND

Z 92 Turntable SH9.9S
BW 20 deluxe base $14.95
0 20 duit cover $7 95
$hure M9I ED cartridge $59.95

HELP WANTED

LIST... $199.95

S2S2.M

NOW

$

135

COMPLETE

■■■■

^

V

Technics RS-243US High Fid.lit, Cassette Deck
Featuring Dolby System* Cr02 normal tape sel
actor. Auio Slop Memory rewind. Mechanical
pause control lor recording and playback. Record
indicator Headphone jock.
•Under l«.ftt. from Dolby loborotorin Inc

Bridge class reg. for the Tues. night lesson series is now
open in the UAO office. 372-2343.

HE3SHEI3

Complete

Mill l> niipii,.,i Stylus
I ii-Ui vi- high trackabilits
rurtrideiThe Shure M9IID Cartridge has superb high frequency trackability and overall performance previously unavailable at this price level. For '. to
1' i grams tracking.

LIST
$59.95

NOW

21.

95

LOST: Bl. billfold Ad. Bdg.
or near Keep money, please
i etui"
content.
319
Rodgei s,
2 5249.
RtWARD.

Needed babysitter 831 7th
Apt. 4 Hrs. Mon. & Wed.
from 11:30 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Tues. & Thur. from 11:30
a.m. to 1:30. Contact at
above address.
Need
immediately.
10
people
with
pleasant
personalities
&
speaking
voice 'or easy & interesting
work. Morn. & eve. hrs.
Opportunity
for
advancement. Apply at 143
E. Wooster. Office between
McCartys Realty & Drs.
office.
SERVICES OFFERED
Music lessons - voice, piano,
or guitar. 352-2161.
Beginner guitar lessons, '*
price $2. Call 352-1050.

HUNDREDS OF IN STORE SPECIALS

241$. MAIN ST.
iOWUNG GRUN OHIO
•HOHI J52-4745

50 Opera
selections
51 Egyptian deity
52 Take a chance
53 River in Siberia
T<4 Hungarian
name
56 Condemn
57 Netherlands
cheese market
58 Nursery' rhyme
character
60 French
article

-OJ0JC- CL3SSIFIED —as*Thursday. January 8. 1976
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CAMPUS CALENDAR
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1

i
o*u07
D
Regular
Price $14.97

M«*tll UDC 90C*tMtl« Tjp«
vw.ih ih.' puicheM »>i ihrea >>i then proven, t».<jh performenoi
i.ipfv v»>" «•*' • Coonemenl »t<»..ge «.■%«• to* no Mtra inaiqe
Mjnell •> new Hi G«nmj Hrmdiiir i\ the moM wtVenctd o*id*
totmul.llion Ml ih"' m.iqoelii up* intluMiv
Vnu'll hod tl»Jt
ihrt** Miin'ih cmene-. .Mil outpvrluim moil •■■pcniiv* l«p«s on
Ihe «ti.ii k i-i incluilinq chiumiuni rJio*i(i*?

£Uct\eycicc

NOW

S8

alt

SA 5250 2-chonn*. r«c*lv*r. 23 walls per channel
minimum RMS at 8 ohms from 20 20.000 Hz
with no more ihon 0.9% total harmonic dis
tortion Stepped bass treble, balance and vol
ume controls. FM muting switch FM and AM
linear scale tuning dial Two tape monitors. Tuning
meter Loudness control.

y-^r. _

b?

56

by Garry Trudeau
yes. SX-TM TO Be

rHANKrW,

11

■J67

6c

DOONESBURY
LIST
$299.95

31

"8

|60

1

30

PPJ ■ ■
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13
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■

53

62
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38

i

19

3

II

b9

6 Constellation
7 Femme fault'
8 Yields a return

■

8

15

1

37

Si

3 Rudiments
4 Pood shop
5 Sleuth

28

33

51 Heathen
55 Jeweled

DOWN
1 Part of a play
2 Wreck

■;•
27

7

6

11

"2 Great Locations"

400 S. MAIN ST.
FINCHAY.OHK)
PHONE 424-1191

OPEN: Monday - Friday 10am to 9pm - Saturday 10am to 5:30 pm.

The Plant Lady has the
pleasure of offering 2 plant
clases beginning Jan. 21st.
First
one
is
called
"Introduction to Plant Life
in the Home" (learning the
basics of plant care). Second
Class "The Creative Side of
Plant Life" (constructing
ter ranums. bonsai, macrame
hangers and more.) All class
participates can receive 30%
discount on all plants and
supplies for the class or youcan bring your own. Pick up
a description of the classes
at the shop, 102"; N. Main

St. or call Karen Kinsley.
The
Plant
Lady
at
3521809.
I WANTED
F. rmmte. needed wtr. spr.
qtr Call 352-2197 eve.
1 m. to sub. in 2 bdrm. apt.
$56/mo. util. pd. 352-3353.
1-2 f. rmt. needed 4 nice
apt.
pool.
own
rm.,
reasonable. 352-3036.
Need f. rmmte. own rm.
$50/mo. 352-7740 after 5
p.m.
Need 2 f. rmmts. spr. qtr.
1st St. Apts. 352-5332.

Vol. work with EMR, TMR.
tutoring, recreation meet at
313 Thurstin 6 p.m. Wed
Jan. 14 or call 352-7534.

$2.J00
or
1-422-6611.

best

offer

70 MGB GT overdrive wire
wheels
stereo.
3/2-2681
days 686 5020 evenings.
Yamaha
Rec.
fisher
speakers 352-2481 after 4
p.m.

VALENTINE PORTRAITS
CALL HAGER STUDIOS'
Phi Kappa Psi Rush tonight
7 p.m. Come meet the
Brothers.
The BROTHERS OF BETA
THETA PI would like to
wish everyone a successful
new year.
Happy 20th birthday. Dan.
(even if I am a little late). I
wish you the best in Ide.
and I hope to share many
future
sunrises
(tequila)
with you. Love, Jane.

WELCOME BACK! Sale at
the Plant Lady. Oracena
Marginata 6" pot $3.99.
Staghorn Ferns $4.99. Plant
Books 20% off. Clay pots &
saucers from 12 cents to
$12.00. Lots more. Open
10-6 Mon. thru Sat. Thur.
until 9 p.m. 1021*. N. Main.
RAIN FOREST new plant
shop
featuring
many
unusual plants. 190F South
Main St. in the Mini-Mall.

FOR RENT
New Years Eve Again Fri.
9-1 a.m. in the Hydraulic
Room.

Furn. 1 bdrm. apt. to subl.
immed
All
tuil.
pd'.;
$180/mo. 352-2942.

FOR SALE
1 f. to sub. luxury apt. spr.
qt. Linda. 352-7371 for
more info.
Need f. spr. sublet house
close.
S65.
Lorraine.
352-0379.
PERSONALS
New Years Eve again. Frl.
9-1 a.m. in the Hydraulic
Room.
Call PAAT for
advice. 2-2657.

academic

Congratulations
Susan
Luehsinger
on
pledging
Angel Flight. The Angels.

24' wood cabinet black &
white TV. Zenith. 1 yr. old.
Exceli. cond. $80.00 or best
offer. 352-5128.
Discount
guns,
h u n t ing
&
equipment! Name
The Aqua Hut,
Prospect. 352-5128.

ammo,
fishing
brands.
521 S.

Stereo system Nikko amp.
Creative 77
spkrs. BSR
trntbl. $300. 35 mm Argus
w/135 mm telephoto $120
352-6861.
Paris Sport 10 speed $90.
802 6th Street Apt. 5.

being Pres. -

TEAC 360S cassette JVC
Quad ampt. 420W 2 Pioneer
speakers. CX63 DL's. Best
offer.
Will
sell
pieces
separate. 802 7th St. Apt. 5.

Lindon'i
now open 24
hours
breakfast
special

10 x 40 mobile home next
to
campus.
Ideal
for
students or married couple.

Congratulations
Penny
Davis on pledging Angel
Flight. The Angels.
Congrats
Lit. G.

on

Mobile home for rent. 55' x;
12' on lot. at Maurer trailercourt.
Brim
Rd..
BG:
352-5128.
2
bedroom.
4
person,*
furnished, near campus at
521 East Merry, Tenant
pays
only
the
electric,.
excellent condition, $296.:per month. 2 bedroom, 4:.
persons, furnished located:1
at 824 Sixth Street, tenant}
pays
only
the
electric,;
excellent condition, $260.!
per
month.
For . more;
details, call Newlove Realty,;
353-7381.
One person to share house;
with mala. Call 352-8215'
after 5.
Thurstin Manor has apts. to
sublet. 352-5435.
House for rent. Close to
campus. Come see at. 836
■ Third St. BG.
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BG's Olympians
Former Falcon icers shoot for gold at '76 Wlnt er Games
By Dan Girfield
Assistant Sports Editor

on the team and Doug (Ross) has come on strong since
joining the team." Dobek said.
"WE WERE THE first line during a lot of our games, but
there is so much balance that coach Johnson alternates to
fit every situation." the lormer falcon icer added
"Throughout the year, though, we've been the most
consistent scoring line."
Olympic hockey is slightly different than the brand
played by the Falcons. As soon as the puck is rifled down
the ice. the referee calls icing. The second difference is the
red line rule for offsides used by the National Hockey
league (NHL)and Canadian colleges
"I've adjusted to it pretty easily." Ross said "The red
line rule wasn't too hard to pick up They use it in the
NHL. "he said.
The Olympic squad has been playing competition
coast-to-coast in preparation for next month's international
fight for the gold medal Besides playing college and
semi-pro teams, the USA contingent has scrimmaged the
Russian and Czech nationals.
Despite the fact the competition is tough, the Americans
made a big breakthrough recently when they captured the

Four years ago Bowling Green first laid claim to
international sports lame. The place was Munich. Germany
and the scene was the ^Oth Summer Olympic Games.
In that 20th Olympiad marred by murder and
highlighted by Mark Spitz's seven gold medals. Dave Woltle.
i junior from Bowling Green, outdistanced Yevgeniy
.rArzhanov of the Soviet Union to win the gold medal in the
.• 800-meter run.
ALTHOUGH THE scene has moved to Innsbruck.
I Austria, and the event this time is the 1976 Winter Olympic
I Games. Bowling Green is once again represented.
Two former l-alcon hockey players. Bob Dobek and
Doug Ross, will be wearing the red. white and blue hoping
: to bring home a gold medal for the first time in American
| hockey participation.
Most BG hockey fans still remember the high-scoring
| duo. Dobek. the all-time leading scorer in BG history, will
j be centering a line with teammate Ross at right wing, and
; they are maintaining a productive tradition. Both Dobek
I and Ross- were IM74-75 all-Central Collegiate Hockey
• Association (CCHA) first-teammers.
What makes these two icers special is that Dobek is the
'• leading scorer for the Americans, having tallied 40 goals and
f 47 assists in preliminary games since September.
|
Ross, a pudgy fireplug player who originally was cu.
I from the squad in August but reinstated in November when
; a player quit, also has made a very productive showing. The
| rightwingcr has tallied six goals and 15 assists in 20 games.

Tennis stars clash at OSU
COLUMBUS.
Ohio
(API - Russian star Alex
Mctrevcli outlasted Zeljko
Franulovic
in
the
outstanding
match
on
opening day of the Sd4.000
Wotld Championship Tennis
tournament here yesterday.
Metrevch. his country's
top-ranked playei. dropped
the opening set b-4 before
fighting back to down his
Yugoslavian opponent. 4-6.
7-6. 7-5.

BOTH ROSS and Dobek. metropolitan Detroit natives.
• tried out for the Olympic team in June in Madison. Wise.
While Dobek went on to become one of the team's most
• prolific scorers. Ross waited for another chance to join the
• squad. His break came in November. Since then, the former
j Falcons have showed coach Bob Johnson (Wisconsin) thai
| they both can be scoring assets for the USA.
"I was kind of disappointed when I got cut." Ross said,
j "I thought I could play. They needed a right winger (in
|November), so Johnson called on me."
Dobek and Ross have tc.immed up with left winger Steve
•Jensen of Michigan Tech to form one of the highest scoring
Mines for the USA team. Many times theirs has been the
j number one line for the Olympic squad, but Johnson often
•alternates. Dobek said.
• "As you know. I'm the leading scorer, but Jensen is third

ARTHUR
Ashe.
the
world's top-ranked player
and the tournament's top
seed, and No. 3 seed Tom
Okker of The Netherlands
were scheduled to face
opponents later in the day.

The Five-day event, which

offers

SI "".0(H)

to

the

winner, concludes Sunday
at St John Arena on Ohio
State University campus
Meireveli and Franulovic
struggled for nearly 214
hours before the Russian

managed to advance to the
second
round
of
the
I (vplayei event.
After
winning
the
opening set, Franulovic saw
Metrevch fight back from
0-40 in the second set and
force ,i lie breaker.
Metreveli easily won the
tie breaker. 7-2, and the
second sei. 7-6,
The thud set included a
series oi service breaks, but
Metrevch gained the lasi to

Tankers face tough weekend
By I ami Leach
Assistant Sports Editor
BowUng Green's women
; swimmers
lace
tough
• competition this weekend as
j they meet the University of
• Michigan
at
7
p.m.
j I omorrow
in
llieir
I homecoming meet at the
■ hijtaiurium.
• ■ "I don't really know who
: Michigan has. hut I know
• the team has some strong
swimmers." Falcon mentor
-Jean Campbell said.
Whereas
BG's tankers
have depth strength, the
Wolverine
women
have
individual
strength,
according to Campbell. The
Michigan
swimmers
are
guided by the men's swim
team coach.
BOWLING GREEN may
be at a disadvantage since
only a few swimmers were
able to woik out over the
holidays. Michigan's team
went to Florida over the
break.
. "The competition is good
for us and the girls should
swim hard, but it's hard to
tell rrght now how they'll
do." Campbell said. "The
girls haven't been able to
swim and they're tired from
trying to keep up on their
workouts."
The Falcons also have
been plagued by injury and
illness. Diane Wian. BG's
second strongest swimmer
in the 200-yard freestyle.

tore a
muscle in her
Intercollegiate
Athletic
shoulder during the break.
W o m ens
( M A I AW)
Gail Sailer was ill over
swimming
championship
last yeai
Christmas vacation and ii
still weak. Barb McKee is ii
suffering
from a
knee
"Michigan Slate has ver)
injury.
strong divers and their
swimmers arc even stronger
"DIANE'S
really
this year than they were last
disappointed" about
not
year," Campbell said. "I
being able to compete."
have difficulty in finding a
Campbell said. "Her injury
team
that's
good
might hurt us. because it
competition for us. hut that
puts more pressure on Betsy
Fisher to do well in the 400
free.
"Barb's knee
shouldn't
hurt her backstroke, but it
might hutt her breaststroke
in the individual medley."
An organizational meetCampbell added.
ing will be hclo
at 4 p.m.
Even with a possible win
Monday in 206 Women's
tomorrow
night.
the
Bldg.
tor
any
woman
Falcons' worries are not
interested
in
pl-ying
over.
At
I:.10
p.m.
intercollegiate tennis this
Saturday, they travel to the
spring.
For
further
Worthington Swim Club.
Information, contact tennis
Inc. pool for a meet with
coach
Janet
Parks
at
Ohio
State
University
372-2772.
(OSU) and old nemesis

won't be the problem with
Michigan Stale. They're stiff

competition."
Campbell said she hoped
that some of her swimmers
will qualify for nationals at
one of ihe weekend meetl
BG's relay teams already
have qualified lor nationals,
as has McKee in the 100
backstroke
and
Becky
Sicsky in the 50 freestyle.

Women's
tennis

Michigan State University.
MICHIGAN STATE, one
of
the
swimming
powerhouses
of
the
Midwest, broke a string of
38 straight Falcon wins in a
dual meet at Ihe Natatorium
last
Feb.
8.
The
Spartanettes also won the
Midwest
Association of

Got any
news?
Call
the News.

AT A LOSS ABOUT YOUR
SCHEDULE OR MAJOR?
Give PA AT a call

ABORTION

Broadmore International tournament from the defending
champions, the Soviet Union.
"We beat the Czechs. 7-4 and then we beat the Russians,
o-5 to win the tournament." Ross said "lVhie got the
winning goal and I got the assist."
The victory. Dobek said, was a turning point fot the USA
club. He said it (the victory) inspired the team towards its
goal of a gold medal in Innshrook-a goal never
accomplished b) die limed States in hockey Fout veais
ago. the USA shocked everyone by winning the ihe silvei
medal in Shapirro. Japan. .
"There's always a chance to win a gold medal." Dobek
said. "But you've just got to keep the Russians from
scoring."
The ISA team will finish its domestic competition tins
month
before
heading
to
Finland
ioi
anothei
tournament--all in preparation for the Olympic Ciamet
Dobek said the United States will plj> N Ugoslavia III the
Olympic preliminary round m Innsbruck to see whether
they make it into the "A" bracket or "B" bracket.
"We've gol to win to get into the 'A' bracket," Dobek
said. "Only teams in the "A' bracket can win medals We

go up (v5 and served out to
win.
IN TWOothei fust-round
matches. Australian Kim
Warwick
handled
South
African Frew McMillan. 7-5.
<<--\ and Aussie Phil Dent
eliminated South African
Bemie Milton, 7-6, 6-3

ATHENS.
Oh 11
(API -Gieg Cobb. twice
All-Ohio at Olmsicd Falls
High School, has transferred
from Ohio University to
Cleveland State University.
Ohio U. basketball coach
Dale
Bandy
disclosed
yesterday
Bandy said the Moot
freshman guard, who started
one game and appealed in
all eight of the Bobcats'
contests this winter, left
Ohio to be dosei to his gul
friend, a senior at his old
high school.
Cobb, the son of Olmsted
schools Supt. Donald Cobb.
will he ineligible for one
year at Cleveland State He
averaged 21, 37 and 35
points in three high school
seasons.
scoring
1.500
points In his prep career.

Deluxe 2 bdrm
Furnished
Central heat & air
Laundry fac. in bldg.
Ample parking
Outdoor gas grills
For Information, Call
352-62*3

Hampton House
70S 7*S,

$1 25°°

2-2657

DELTA TAU
DELTA
REFRESHMENTS
MOVE YOUR FMIT ON
OVER TO THE DELT HOUSE
(Well put the rl— bade In your Levl'i) __

THINK ORANGF

*P«f person

ZBT

THETA
CHI

ZBT
Old Fraternity Row
For info call 2-5920
Wed. 7p.m. - try us out - refreshments
Thur. 8 p.m. - film festival - refreshments
Please stop by anytime!

.

YOU!

Come on out to
77 0 Seventh St
Thurs., Jan. 8
Thurs., Jan. 15
7:30 - 9:30 pm
Rides available in dorm lounges.
Come to the Chi Omega house
Tues., Jan. 13

. .

An Old Fraternity With
A New Beginning

Zeta Beta Tau Fraternity is now in the
process of finding a group of men interested
in continuing the fine traditions of Beta tta
Chapter here ai B.G.S.U. The chapter will be
graduating most
of its membership,
presenting this unique opportunity for you
to join an estab'ished fraternity and yet be
able to build your own new chapter as well.

wants

DELTA
GAMMA
wishes to congratulate their new officers!
Pledge Trainer

**>

Why just join a Fraternity
when you can build your own!

CONKLIN

bound

Former Falcon icers Bob Dobek (7) and Doug Ross (10) show
some of their hockey artistry during a game last season here I InIwo icers will be playing for ihe United States Olympic learn
when it goes after the coveted gold medal next month during the
Winter Games in Innsbruck, Austria. Dobek. who is the all-time
scorer in Falcon history, and the top point-producer for the USA
Olympinns. will center one line with Ross at right wing.

Application for Student Teaching. Fall, 1976
will be held on January 14, 1976 jn (he Grand
Ballroom. There will be a series of I hour
meetings beginning at I p.m. The last meeting
will end at 6 p.m. Supervisors will be available
for discussion
of individual concerns or
problems.

First Open Rush Party
Tonight January 8th 7:30 p.m.

Olympic

ATTENTION
EDUCATION
MAJORS

PEER ACADEMIC AD.VISING TEAM

rOLL » Hf f 4j" i;,
1 B00-4J8 JM0

■■ffGjpaBE

Cager
switches

HOW DOES
»57.50*
SOUND?
£
-..■..
d
-.'.v.-

have an excellent chance to be in the \V bracket. The
Czechs. Finland. Poland. Wesi Germany and Russia should
be in theie. too "
ALTHOUGH Dobek is proud ol Ins USA icimlcading
accomplishments, he doesn't boast about them At lint.he
didn't think he would be doing at well ai he has
"I was kind ol surprised at first." the Taylor, Mich,
nitivfl said "I expected to be somewhere m the middle of
the team in scoring;
"When I came here (Olympics). I heard of these big
shooters from the WCHA (Western Collegiate Hockey
Association)." Dobek added "They played for the
Wiseoiisins". The Michigan Techs' and the Minnesota*' and I
wasjusi front Bowling Green
"Bui I have found out they aie not an) bettet than us
(BG). I'm very proud thai I'm representing Howling Green
at the Olympics Doug and I spread the word around about
out gie.it hocke) program and that's opened up some
people's eyes," IXibck said.
Dobek still is thinking about a professional hockey
career, Inn fot now he claims. "I'm looking toiwaid to the
Olympics. This is a once-in-a-lifetinie thing."

Corr. Secretary . .
Rec. Secretary . .
Pan Hel uele.^ates .
Scholarship Jhrm. .
Ass. Social. . . .
Foundations «...

•Colleen Livingston
■Georgia McKee
•Karen Speidel
Gayle Wagner
.Jue Shipley
.Lee Ann Sevitts
• Karen Weber
.Jebbie t'alsh
-Becky Bohlman
Karen Lange
,.-iane Charlton
.ram Rogers
.Brenda Behringer
• Susan f-eorge
.Lynn C'Rourke
•Marty Srowns

. Knrv Hhrifj 'Ynunar

Activities Jhrm./
iiistorian. . - .Linda Hose
Rush Counselors
Chris Bogusz
Marsha Huffer

/V*
THANKS TO THE PAST
*\ f
OFFICERS FOR
>^V
A GREAT JOB!

J~7

ffifl
G
%£f*

NCAA may kill own grid plan
t N

completion of the final two bowl games (Rose and Oramge)
New Year's Day.

Editor's note: The following is the last of a two-part series
on the NCAA college football playoff plan as an alternative
to the present bowl system.
By BUI Estep
Assistant Sports Editor
The National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA)
could apply its own kiss of death 10 a much-needed
national football playoff next week.
Delegates to the Third Special and 70th annual NCAA
convention, which begins Wednesday in Si. Louis, will he
asked to consider and vote upon a national championship
game 01 playoff series for Division I competitors.
Bui unless the ( ollegje Football Championship Feasibility
Commillec. assigned lo consider and evenlually present the
proposal at the convention, makes a quick change ol field,
the grid playoff plan Mauds little or no chance of reaching a
majority vote.
Temple University Athletic Director lirnest C. Casale.
chairman of the comrnilicc. recommended a plan in
October to a NCAA Council which included a four-team,
post-howl playoff contested a week after the howl games,
with the championship game a week later.
THE RESOLUTION could be revised at the convention
lo include a two-lcam, one shot game, or four teams or
eight teams, since the NCAA's Executive Committee has
the burden ol developing the final formal.
Only the 1.14 Division I football playing member schools
will vole on the proposal, and a simple majority is required
for passage, according to NCAA officials.
But no matter what system is adopted, it's likely that the
playoff would begin a week or two following the

THAT WOULD stretch the college season into
mid-January and email a possible 14 games for ihe pair of
finalists.
The opponents of the playoff plan have based their
dissatisfaction on the lact thai a January windup would
interfere with a player's second term of classes and detract
from the bowl games.
I agree, but I believe a proposal similar to one forwarded
by former North Carolina Slate football coach Earle
Edwards could be jusl what (he NCAA is looking for.
It would call lor a NCAA selection committee of any
specific number to chose the top eight teams from the
country (o compete in a series of quarterfinal, semifinal and
final games.
I lie seven games would be played in the lop seven bowl
games - probably the Rose. Cotton. Orange. Sugar, Gator.
Astro-Blucbonnel and Liberty Bowls - with a different
bowl gelling the title game each year.
THERE ARE obviously more howls loday than
top-flight learns lo play in them. The NCAA isn't enhancing
ns preslige by sponsoring such holiummers as this year's
Sun Bowl which malched ihe Universiiy of Kansas (7-4)
and Pittsburgh (7-4).
Any setup siniihar lo ihis would also eliminate
arrangements made by coaches lijgc this year'shandpicking
by Alabama's Bear Bryant ol Pcnn Stale as his team's Sugar
Bowl opponent.
Determining the playoff rcpresentivc among bowl game
winners slill wouldn't solve the pioblem •• gaining a
national champion which earned its crown instead of the
"process of elimination" system thai prescnily exists.
Why not chose the hesl eight teams in ihe country,
whether conference champions or not. for ihe playoff1

The playoff would begin the week after the completion
of the regular season schedule. And teams like Ohio State
wouldn't be forced to spend five weeks figuring how to lose
to UCLA.
THIS SETUP also would give the players a little more
incentive to compete in a bowl game. One year a team
mighl play in the Orange Bowl and the next year in the
Houslon Astrodome. Ohio State has been to Ihe Rose Bowl
so many times they could walk Disneyland blindfolded,
When Ohio State coach Woody Hayes was asked about a
national playoff earlier this season, he snapped. "We're
asking too much of them to be students and play that long
a season. Have I made myself clear?"
Sure Woody, about as clear as you made last week's Rose
Bowl loss sound.
Why not cut the regular season from I I games to nine -■
after all. Hayes' own Buckeyes suffered through endless
nine game campaigns until they switched to an 11-game
slate three years ago.
I'm sure a proposal like ihis would send the collegiate
schedule makers racing for the Alka-Seltzer. but it could be
Ihe only solution to avoiding a mid-January playoff finale.
ANOTHER PROPOSAL lhat could come into play at
next week's convention is a reorganization of the Division I
football playing members into iwo divisions.

Reorganization and classification committees have
recommended that Division I football squads be spin into
Divisions I and l-A.
Schools like those in the Mid-American Conference Bowling Green included •- could be reclassified into l-A
along with many Division II members.
A plan like thai feasibly could give schools such as
Bowling Green a shot at a national cham pionship in
Division l-A in a playoff system similar to those that
Division II and III now conduct. Those two divisions have
conducted playoffs the lasi three seasons
AFTER ALL. Bowling Gieen miglu have a long wail at a
shot ai the national championship in ihe unbalanced
Division I.
Collegiate football teams' personnel does no) change
overnight as it can in basketball. The football powers - the
Alabamas. ihe Oklahoma! - haw traditionally strangled iheundermanned learns.
Many basketball squads can become a national contender
overnight with one "super" playei or a humpei crop ot
freshmen recruits. Bui ii jusl isn't lhat simple among ihe
football wars.
The NCAA probably will set tie the controversy next
week in Si. loins, but ihe collegiate ruling bods mighl be
stepping into a I rap sei hv ihe bowl games maiked
MONEY
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Falcon cagers whip Chips
By Terry Goodman
Staff Writer
Since Bowling Green's
hoopsicis
had
trouble
getting
u n t r a c k ed
offensively lasi niglu. their

defense decided lo display
ils
own
version of
Watergate
To "cover up" for Ihe
blunders of offense, coach
Pal Haley decided to switch
(o a man defense from a
1 -2-2 zone. Richard Nixon
and company would have
been proud.
Central Michigan couldn't
handle
the
hounding

defensive pressure, blew a
10-point first half lead and
lost to BG. 88-72. before
2,635 fans at Anderson
Arena.
THE WIN snapped a
four-game losing streak for
the Falcons, while the
Chippewas dropped their
sixth straight on the road.
BG
also
evened
its
Mid-American Conference
(MAC) slate at II. Both
clubs are 4-d overall.
Trailing 24-14 with '1:50
remaining in the opening
half.
Haley
switched
defenses. Besides offensive

Intramural notes

^_ V
v-

Defense

Greg Kampe (left) of Bowling Green applies pressure on Central
Michigan's Russ Davis (right) in late first half action last night. It
was the Falcons hounding defense that paved the way to a 88-72
BG triumph. (Newspholo by Dick Kaverman)

Entries for women's curling and basketball now are
available in 201 Woman's Bldg Entries for curling arc due
Wednesday and entry forms for baskelball must be turned
in by Monday.
A S5 fee musl accompany ihe basketball entry. The
money will be relumed at the conclusion of the season,
provided the learn has not forfeited a game. There must be
a minimum of eight players and maximum of 15 for
basketball. Bach team will have three league choices.
THERE IS also a curling meeting scheduled for 6:30
p.m. Wednesday and a basketball official's meeting slated
Wednesday at 5:30 p.m. Both meetings will be in 100

Women's Bldg.

Writer criticizes 'old friend' Woody
Editor's Note: Si Burick has
been sports editor of the
Dayton Daily News for 47
years
He is a former
president of the Football
Writers of America and the
National Sportscasters and
Sports Writers Association
He has covered 12 Rose
Bowls as well as major
worldwide sports events.
B\ Si Burick
Dayton Daily News
LOS ANGELES (AP) •
An open letter lo Wayne
Woodiow H.ivi's
IX'ji Wood)
fills is
m a n -1 o - m a n .
not
boy-to-boy You and I have
known each oilier for
almost 30 years, through
good nines md bad. fat
years and lean. You'll be (>.'>.
come Feb. 14. That's a
grownup age. Woody.
You have preached a
beautiful theme -- that you
win with people. In fact.
that is what you named
your book. "You Win With
People." You frequently
refer to the quality of the
young people you have won
with -• and no one will
dispute thai claim.

BUT THERE'S another
thing to remember, my old
friend. You also lose with
people.

losing |o UCLA m the
Rose Bowl was a painful
experience I know. My wife
told me ttie TV cameras
plainly
showed
your
Suffering, ihe awful anguish
on youi face.
A lot of Ohio State
partisans suffered with you.
Youi quality kids suffered.
Your staff aides suffered. It
isn'i easy losing lo a
supposedly inferior team.
one sou handled easily

before
LOSING IS even harder
to take when winning would
have biought a national
championship.
Bui for every winner,
there has lo be a losei. and
loseis have to face up to
defeat You disappointed a
lot of us more by not facing
up than by losing
Consider some setbacks
that had to be a lot worse
than losing a football game
Nations have fought for
their ideals, yet lost their
wars. Governments have
toppled. Good marriages
have
been
shattered.
Healthy people die in plane
crashes. And big businesses
fall.
Your unwillingness to
face the media. Woody, or
let your quality kids do so.
embarrassed your school

and ihe Big Ten conference.
Commissioner
Wayne
Duke hasn't said anything
about censure, but he. too.
wore a look of anguish
while waiting with us foi I
posigame appearance you
did not choose lo make.
YOU DID a nice thing.
Woody, by crossing the field
al the Rose Bowl to
congratulate Dick Vermeil.
the winning coach, before
Ihe final gun
I thought Vermeil, who
publicly
acknowledged
those congratulations, erred
in also mentioning that you
told Jiim Ohio "screwed
up." It would have been
nicer if he hadn'l bioughl
that up
It must feel awful to have
lived
i In ouch
criticism
down through the years
because your teams didn't
pass enough - to hear
criticism now that your
quarterback
passed
too
much, and on the wiong
down. But that's Ihe nature
of ihe game. You're damned
if you do. damned if you
don't.
I THINK most observers
understood that your man.
Corny Greene, resorted to
"audibles,"
knowing his
own plays at the line of the
scrimmage, instead of going

unh those youi agents sent
in.
You are a person. Woody:
not a robot. You are
entitled to your emotions,
Bui it is time you Icam you
aie a public person. You

owe us. the agents of Ihe
public, some answers. Sorry,
but that's how ii is You
can't win them all. No one
ever has.
Yours. Si Burick

errors such as poor shol
selection, atrocious passing
and turnovers caused by
full-court
pressure,
the
Falcons also had trouble
rebounding.
Bui things changed in a
hurry.
BG
reeled
off
10
consecutive tallies to knot
the game. Then in the
waning moments of the
half. Dan Hipsher sunk a
pair of long jumpers to give
the hosts the lead for good.
The man-to-man defense
forced 21 of the Chippewas'
22 turnovers and nine of
their 10 charging fouls.
MEANWHILE.
ihe
Falcons churned into high
gear after a 36-30 halftime
edge
Ron
llammye,
Hipsher and Tommy Harris
were the big guns as BG
moved out to a 15-point
bulge (5742) with 12:49
left and a 20-point edge
(68-18) at 8:55.
Hammye finished with a
season-high
25
points,
followed by Hartis with 17
and Hipsher's 16 tallies.
The Chippewas leading
scorer. Leonard Drake, was
clamped down lo five points
thanks to the efforts of
Harris and Greg Kampe.
Drake was averaging 19.4
points a game coming into
the game, third best in the
MAC.
BG shot 52 per cent from

steles
Hi-auty Salon
PHONE 3529344

music bu Universal
UGHTSHOW

TOMoffRow

IN THE BIG N
PLAZA

aoo MAIN COMMONS

KR0GERS

• • •

BG's ininoi varsity raised
its tecord lo 3-2 with a
92-76 win
over
Tiffin
Universiiy pnor lo the
Chippewa-Falcon
clash.
twu.
Tony Kazanas (24). John
Fiizpatuck
(20).
Brian

****

Latscom (Isi and Jerr)
Hunter (15) all notched
double digeis for BG.

• • *

ll.iius was named MAC
playei of ihe week today. In
Harris' IJSI Ihree gamta
before lasi mglu. he had
imaged 27 pomis a game.
55 pet cenl from ihe floor
and 100 per cent from the
charily stripe.

*****.*
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I
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TONIGHT 7 - 9

Mhatkindof people
takeArmy

BOEC?
They're all kinds (if people, from .ill
walks of life, with all kinds of interests. Music,
sports, engineering, and almost every
academic major.
Their reasons for taking Army ROTC
are as diverse as they are themselves.
Some want the personal benefits they'll
get from a pure leadership course. Others
want the experience they II get from serving
as an Army officer, and the headstall it will
give them in a civilian career.
Some can use the extra S100 a month
they'll get for up to 20 months during the
Advanced Course. Others just like the physical
and mental challenge.
What kind of people take .Army ROTC?
People who want to get everything they can
out of their college years. People like vou.
ARMY ROTC. LEARN WHAT IT TAKES TO LEAD'

Precision Cut
and style

■s

P0E* WE HAVE A WR«E
SELecnoW OF V01Y
H0OSEPIAN7S
M*T06PH>

I

WWTH

the floor, which is very
impressive, considering il
came in mooting bin 40 per
cent of ils fielders.

nwDjN&iie

•3.00

1^
For Body or Firm Curl
Uni-Ptrm
(No-Fail)
2t.0# Complete

• Uu Yom Ckarf Account
• N» Afpoimlmtm
Ntcctimy

For
details
on the
Army ROTC
at Bowling
Green State University contact Captain Thomas
O. Whipple at 372-2477 or stop in at the
Military Science Department in Memorial Hall

